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You remember the hacked Audiosurf 1 Beta that allowed split-screen, right? Sure, it was a bit buggy but it did away with the idea of forcing players to play in a single window. ( The only remaining flaw I had with that hacked version was its tendency to crash on exit.) None of the articles I've
read about Audiosurf quite deliver on the "I've never used anything like this before" aspects of the game. I wasn't sure what to expect from Trine 2's built-in level maker so I tested it out on a level Frozenbyte suggested, Monkey Bee: a maze of corridors and rickety cages. Oddly, it does not
work with it's original engine (or most other engines), rather, it requires modifications, such as replacing the all Vectors with the FMOD version. This engine is more or less a re-write/modification of the first Audiosurf, and features the following additions: This allows the player to hear noises
as if they are in the real world. This is disabled by default but needs to be enabled before playing Audiosurf 2. It's disabled by default in the settings for a reason, and fixing this is not a simple process. It was fixed in other Engines, but the main logic for loading all of the sounds still needs to
be fixed. First, install it, then setup a dummy WINEPREFIX=~/.steam/steam/steamapps/compatdata/485331/pfx bash wine_setup_native. With that said, I figured I'd see if I could come up with a way to get a jump on the timeslot instead. And I think you'll agree, this went surprisingly well. As

in past beta tests, Audiosurf is still in a pre-alpha state. I didn't notice anything that I don't agree with, or anything that needed to be fixed. The only thing I did notice is the final screen, where it asks whether or not you want to save your settings, which doesn't appear to do anything. Perhaps
I did save it somehow.
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